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TO:   The County Board of Arlington, Virginia 
 
FROM:  Ron Carlee, County Manager 
 
APPLICANT:  Smith Property Holdings Crystal Plaza LLC 
 
 BY:  Catherine Puskar, Agent 
   Walsh, Colucci, Lubeley, Emrich & Terpak, PC 
   2200 Clarendon Boulevard, Suite 1300 
   Arlington, Virginia 22201 
 
SUBJECT:  SP #11 Site Plan Amendment Request for installation of a 

building identification rooftop sign; on premises known as 2111 
South Jefferson Davis Highway.  (Crystal Plaza Apartments - 
RPC #34-020-255) 

 
RECOMMENDATION: Defer the site plan amendment to the April 26th 2003 

County Board meeting. 
 
DISCUSSION: 
Crystal Plaza Apartments are high-rise apartments that consist of two (North and South) 
wings, and are a part of the Crystal Plaza mixed use complex.  Currently there is one 
sign identifying “Crystal Plaza,” which is attached to the main entrance lobby facing 
South Clark Place.  The sign, however, does not provide sufficient visibility from South 
Clark Place or Jefferson Davis Highway, because its location is recessed under the porte 
cochere and is shielded by landscaping.  Additionally, because the street network in the 
area is a combination of one-way and two-way streets, it is difficult for visitors and 
prospective tenants to locate the Crystal Plaza Apartments.  The applicant is currently in 
the process of upgrading the Crystal Plaza Apartment buildings to enhance the 
appearance and marketability of the buildings.  As part of this upgrading, the applicant 
requests a site plan amendment approval for the installation of an illuminated building 
identification roof top sign on the Crystal Plaza Apartments North building.   
 
There are unresolved issues associated with the visibility of the sign from the 
surrounding areas.  Staff need additional time to resolve these issues.  Therefore, staff 
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recommend that the request be deferred to the April 26, 2003 County Board meeting, 
as agreed by the applicant. 


